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Promising Phase I candidate in huge market 
Modus Therapeutics Holding AB (Modus or the Company) has developed a 
compound that has the potential to revolutionize the treatment of sep-
sis/septic shock and systemic infection, also known as "blood poisoning". 
The Company's drug candidate sevuparin shows robust data from both pre-
clinical and clinical studies and is now facing an initial Phase Ib study and a 
Phase IIa proof-of-concept study. Given the few treatment options and high 
medical need, we model peak sales of sevuparin north of $2.7 billion in 
2036. In the light of this, we estimate a fair value per share for Modus of SEK 
18.1.  
 

Serious condition with high mortality  
Sepsis is one of the most common serious disease conditions in society and despite 
modern healthcare, mortality from Sepsis remains high. In 2019, an estimated 49 mil-
lion people globally developed Sepsis and of these about 11 million died, accounting 
for about 19.7 percent of all global disease-related deaths.  
 
More people die annually from sepsis/septic shock than from cancer, indicating a 
huge market potential for sevuparin. In addition, there is currently no specific treat-
ment for patients suffering from sepsis/septic shock. The medical need for new treat-
ments is therefore glaringly high. 

 

Drug candidate that makes a difference 
Sevuparin has already undergone a phase II study in sickle cell anemia, with no proven 
efficacy. Thus, extensive safety data are already available. A successful Phase I pro-
gramme has already been conducted with sevuparin. In practice, the candidate data 
are currently ready for a Phase II study. However, the management believes that an ini-
tial Phase Ib study in healthy volunteers with simulated disease is a safer route to go 
than to immediately start a Phase IIa study. This is because such a Phase Ib study 
may provide more information on the optimal dosage for further clinical development. 
With solid clinical evidence behind us, we believe the probability is high for a positive 
outcome in the upcoming Phase Ib study, where top-line data is expected to be pre-
sented in H2 2022 and could act as a clear trigger for the Company's stock. 
 

Data from previous studies reduce the risk 
In sepsis and septic shock, the permeability of fluid in the blood vessels increases, 
causing fluid to leave the bloodstream and blood pressure to fall. This can lead to or-
gan failure with devastating consequences for the patient. This is where Modus can 
make a big difference, as sevuparin is designed to stop fluid leakage and thus prevent 
organ failure. This would significantly improve 30-day survival rates and reduce the 
number of patients requiring intensive care, with major cost savings for healthcare 
providers and society. 

 

Low valuation given future opportunities 
Using a risk-adjusted DCF model, we model a fair value of SEK 18.1 per share for Mo-
dus shares over a 12-month period. We assume a market launch of sevuparin occurs 
in 2028 in the seven seven largest markets. We estimate that the Company signs a 
partnering agreement after executed phase IIa/b studies, which is expected to occur 
in 2024. We expect up to USD 300 million in milestones to be received while modeling 
a royalty payment of 14 per cent of sevuparin's future revenues. Given the Company's 
reported safety data, we believe Modus should be defined and valued like a Phase I/II 
company. Given the few treatment options and high medical need, we model peak 
sales of the Company's candidate, sevuparin, of more than $2.7 billion in 2036. Given 
this, we estimate a fair value, at SEK 349 million within the range of SEK 242-420 mil-
lion. 
 

Key figureas (SEK million) 
  

  2019 2020 2021P 2022P 2023P 2024P 

Total sales 0 0 0 0 0 255 

Administration expenses -6.8 -2.3 -7.0 -13.0 -15.0 -16.4 

R&D expenses -36.1 -3.7 -8.5 -22.8 -4.0 0.0 

EBITDA -43.6 -6.7 -16.3 -36.5 -19.7 237.8 

EBIT -43.6 -6.7 -16.3 -36,5 -19.7 238 

Results for the period -43.6 -6.7 -16.3 -36.5 -19.7 237.8 

Cash & cash equivalents 1.4 7.3 21.5 21.7 1.5 240 
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 
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Investment case 
Modus is a Swedish biotechnology company developing the drug candidate sevuparin for the severe 
condition sepsis, also known as blood poisoning. Sevuparin is based on the well-known drug heparin, 
which has been established on the market since the 1930s. Globally, about 49 million people develop 
sepsis and septic shock each year, with about 3.5 million people affected in the seven largest markets. 
In the single largest market, the US, about 2.1 million patients develop Sepsis each year, of which about 
270,000 dies. At present, there are no specific drugs approved for the treatment of Sepsis, making the 
need for new treatments enormous. The Company's candidate sevuparin has robust data from both 
preclinical and clinical studies and is now facing an initial Phase Ib study and a Phase IIa proof-of-con-
cept study. These planned studies are fully funded by the Company's recent IPO and the exercise of 
outstanding warrants. We model a LOA for sevuparin at 8.3 per cent with peak sales in the top 7 mar-
kets of USD 2.7 billion in 2036. Among the main risks we observe is the relatively short patent life of 
sevuparin combined with the fact that Modus is seen as an one-project company. Overall, we believe 
the potential of the Company outweighs the risks and we see a fair value of SEK 18.1 per share for the 
coming 6-12 months. 
 

Reduced risk for candidate with high unmet medical need 
Great opportunities for Modus drug candidate, sevuparin 

Due to the mechanism of action of sevuparin, Modus has great potential to impact the 
overall treatment, mortality and societal costs associated with sepsis/septic shock as 
sevapurin has the potential to: 
 
(I) Prevent and reduce mortality in sepsis/septic shock and in systemic infection. 
(II) In the case of sepsis/systemic infection, prevent organ failure and thus the need for 
 intensive care and future harm. 
(III) Reduce the cost of health care, shortening the time of sick leave and thus the cost. 
 for society at large 
 
The Company's candidate, sevuparin, is based on the well-known substance heparin which 
was taken developed by Erik Jorpes at the Karolinska Institute in the early 1930s. Heparin 
is a glycosaminoglycan-type polysaccharide that prevents blood from clotting by increas-
ing the efficacy of of anti-thrombin III, a protein that inhibits thrombin, which in turn is re-
quired for blood clotting.  
 
The substance is used in healthcare to make surfaces blood-compatible and as an injec-
tion to dissolve or prevent blood clots. It is essential to understand the background of hep-
arin to assess the future development risk of Modus' candidate, sevuparin. By being, in a 
sense, an evolved version of heparin's mechanisms of action, the development risk of 
sevuparin is reduced, as no noticeable difference in the safety profile has been seen for 
sevuparin compared to standard heparinoids in clinical use. 
 

Great need for new medicines and limited competition 
Given that there are currently no approved treatment options that directly address the con-
dition of sepsis and septic shock, the need for new medicines is enormous. As a result, 
regulatory authorities worldwide may have slightly lower requirements in terms of efficacy, 
for example. This has been exemplified to some extent by the recently approved Alzhei-
mer's drug, the antibody Adacanumab from Biogen. Efficacy data from Adacanumab are 
weak, but the need for new treatments in Alzheimer's is so high that regulatory require-
ments were relatively low. In our view, a similar scenario is possible in the condition of 
Sepsis. Provided, of course, that the side effects from sevuparin are minor.  
 
The Company also sees that the drug candidate could receive accelerated approval from 
the FDA (US Food and Drug Administration). This could mean that the drug comes to mar-
ket about two years earlier than our current projections indicate. 
Competition for Modus comes mainly from experimental drugs now undergoing late-stage 
clinical trials. However, this competition is highly limited. The Company sees only Adreci-
zumab, a monoclonal antibody from the German Company Adrenomed, as a direct com-
petitor. Adrecizumab is based on the same principle as sevuparin, i.e., preventing exces-
sive permeability of blood vessels in septic shock. However, the mechanism of action is 
different. Adrenomed has already completed a phase II study in which a positive trend in 
survival was demonstrated compared to placebo. Even if Adrecizumad were to be 

Heparin as a blood-thinning treat-
ment has been on the market since 
the 1930s. Statistically, there is a 
reduced risk in development pro-
grammes for drug candidates that 
are similar to those that have been 
in clinical use for a long time. 

According to the WHO, about 11 
million people die each year from 
Sepsis, and about 10-11 million 
people die from cancer each year. 
This indicates a large market poten-
tial for sevuparin in successful 
studies. 

Patients suffering from Sepsis are 
currently left without specific cura-
tive treatment. Doctors mainly use 
a combination of antibiotics, hydra-
tion, and intensive care. 
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approved, it is an antibody with one type of mechanism of action while sevuparin is a poly-
saccharide. The market is large enough to allow for more treatment options. 
 
There are also several secondary competitors in the clinical phase. For example, AM-
Pharma recently initiated a Phase III study for renal protection in Sepsis with its candidate. 
In addition, there are competitors in the preclinical phase, but the risk from them may be 
considered limited at this stage as the likelihood of a successful development programme 
in Sepsis from preclinical is low. 
 

Studies already completed reduce risk and costs 
Around SEK 250 million has already been invested in the Company. About 150 of this is 
related to the sickel cell programme, including the phase II study in nickel cell anaemia. 
For simplicity, we estimate that around SEK 100 million investments follow in to the new 
indication in Sepsis and Septic Shock. Something more difficult to value, but which the 
Company also takes away from previous studies, is the robust validation of sevuparin's 
safety profile. Data indicates that sevuparin was well tolerated in relatively severely ill pa-
tients and broad pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic data from the Phase II study. 
 

A confirmatory Phase Ib study strengthens the case 
The drug candidate has shown efficacy against Sepsis in preclinical studies in live mice 
and cultured human cells. A new Phase I study is not required. However, the Phase Ib 
study will be conducted in healthy volunteers who have induced a disease-like condition. 
The study's outcome is in part to identify optimal dosing for future phase II studies. 
 

Phase IIa will be a watershed 
A licensing agreement in connection with the Phase IIa study is subject to convincing re-
sults in this study. Even if the Phase IIa study results are compelling, the Company may 
need to conduct the Phase IIb study in-house to avoid losing time, as licensing negotia-
tions may be protracted. In the event of positive results in the Phase IIa study, this is un-
likely to be a problem as positive results should provide a strong positive impact on the 
share price and the opportunity to raise money in a directed issue to major institutional 
investors to fund the Phase IIb study. We believe unsatisfactory results in the phase IIa 
study will lead to the Sepsis project being discontinued as the patent term will be too short 
to start again. In such a scenario, however, additional patents for sevuparin in new indica-
tions may keep the Company alive. 
 

A clear strategy for value creation 
Modus's long-term financial goal is to license out sevuparin, at the earliest after a complet-
ing Phase II study. This could happen at the beginning of 2024 at the earliest. 
 
An essential part of the Company's strategy is attracting partnerships or buyers of the 
Company's drug after the proof-of-concept study, phase IIa. A study whose data can be 
presented in 2023. The Company is in the process of applying for approval and as soon as 
possible initiating a Phase Ib LPS provocation clinical trial. It is expected to start in the first 
quarter of 2022 and last until the second or third quarter of 2022. After this is completed, 
Modus plans to begin a Phase IIa clinical trial (a proof-of-concept study) in the third or 
fourth quarter of 2022. 
 
A Phase IIb is simultaneously planned to commence after the completion of Phase IIa. It is 
intended that a partner will fund this, but the option is kept open to conduct this in-house. 
At this stage, the Company believes that the Phase IIb study has the potential to transition 
directly into a Phase III study and that results from this may become a subset of the re-
sults from the Phase III study. 
 
To obtain market support for the registration of sevuparin, two more extensive Phase III 
studies with a total of over 1,000 patients over a more extended period are typically re-
quired. Given that there is no approved drug for Sepsis, the bar is likely to be lower than 
other therapeutics. Several FDA and EMA programmes potentially facilitating development 
may be available. The Company may have the opportunity for Accelerated Approval upon 
successful Phase IIb/early Phase III results if, for example, they can demonstrate improve-
ment in symptomatic measures of Sepsis, which could allow for earlier marketing of the 
drug while additional confirmatory Phase III studies are conducted. The Company should 
also be able to apply for Breakthrough Therapy designation, which could facilitate trials 
and approval through lower endpoint requirements (targets for the study). 
 

Polysaccharides are carbohydrates 
made up of a number of monosac-
charides (sugar molecules). 

LPS = Lipopolysaccharides. LPS is 
a naturally occurring mole-cule in 
the bacterial cell wall which, when 
administered in the blood, produces 
a strong immune response. This 
causes a sepsis-like reaction in pa-
tients that is much milder and less 
dangerous than true septicemia. 

An essential part of the Company's 
strategy is to attract partnerships or 
buyers of the Company's candidate 
already after the proof of concept 
study, phase IIa. A study whose 
data can be presented in 2023. 
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Funded up to key milestones 
To implement its strategy, the Company has raised SEK 33 million thru the IPO on Nasdaq 
First North. A further maximum of approximately SEK 45 million can be raised in about a 
year's time if the accompanying subscription rights are exercised. Early data from the 
Company's phase Ib study can hopefully be presented with good outcomes before the war-
rants are to be exercised, as the event is likely to be a trigger for the share price 
 
The Company has planned for the following costs up to a potential exit: 
 

• Phase Ib with preparations approximately 15 million 

• Phase IIa with preparations approximately EUR 31 million 

• Overhead and other costs up to and including completion of Phase IIa ap-
proximately EUR 25 million 

 
Licensing revenue for Modus, 2018-2036E (SEK million) 
 

 
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare 

 
Fair value SEK 18.1 in base case 
Using a risk-adjusted DCF model, we model a fair value of SEK 18.1 per share in a base 
case scenario. By using several assumptions in this risk-adjusted model. These include 
probabilities of study results, market share of the product candidate, price of sevuparin 
and treatable patients. We forecast an LOA (Likelihood Of Approval) of 8.3 per cent. We 
model peak sales of $2.7 billion at 7MM with market approval expected in 2028. The as-
sumption is based on treatable patients (categorized with Sepsis) of just over 3.7 million 
people with a price point for the candidate between $4,000 and $8,000 per treatment. In 
the model, we present value future expected cash flows using a discount rate of 15.9 per 
cent. 
 
Valuation summary, base case 
 

Column1 On market Peak sales (mUSD) LOA rNPV (mSEK) Assumptions 

Sevuparin 2028-2036 2659 8.3% 336 USD 300m milestones. 14% royalties 

General expenses   0   -20.5 Until H1 2024 

Cash and cash equvilants   0   33.0   

Total   0   349   

Per share   0   21.4 16.100 million shares & warrants 

TO1   0   35.3 5.156 million new shares 

Per share after full dilution       18.1   

  

Source: Company information and, Carlsquare 

 
In a more conservative Bear scenario, a fair value of SEK 12.2 is calculated. In a more optimistic scenario, a fair value of SEK 22 
is calculated. 
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Funding from the Company's IPO is 
expected to finance sevuparin 
through the pivotal Phase II trial.  
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DCF: Fair value per share, base case (SEK)  DCF: Visualisation of market value, base case (MSEK) 
  

  

  

  
Source: Carlsquare estimates 

 

 Source: Carlsquare estimates 

 

Valued as an early preclinical company despite confirmatory safety data 
We are surprised that the Company's share is trading at such low levels as SEK 3,5-5, 
which corresponds to a company value of SEK 55-70 million, excluding a cash position of 
about SEK 33 million. However, the Company's previous phase II study failure may be seen 
as a negative, as well as the short patent term. So, the robust safety data is reassuring and 
justifies, in our view, that Modus should be put in the context of research companies in 
phase I/II. As the tables below illustrate, the Company is trading at a much lower level than 
comparable companies on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. 
 
EV of comparable companies with completed Phase I 

 

 
    

Source: Carlsquare, Refinitiv eikon 

 

Investment risks 
Time has been lost on previous studies 
Several years of research have gone lost on the nickel cell trail. The patent expires in 2032, 
only four years after our projected market launch in 2028, with the possibility of a five-year 
extension. The Company, which has discussed the strategy with patent experts, expects 
the protection to be extended to 2036-2037. This would mean a patent-protected sales 
period of around eight years, which is still an acceptable length for a modern drug. How-
ever, it is shorter than for new projects going straight to the final indication, so the funda-
mental value of Modus will be somewhat lower compared to if the candidate was patent 
protected for what might be considered "normal." Risks associated with the pa-tent period 
could potentially be offset by the data exclusivity period provided by approval in key re-
gions, e.g., eight years within the EMA. Modus also has far-reaching expertise in the manu-
facture of sevuparin, a complex molecule that presents challenges for future off-patent 
competitors. 
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Sepsis poses a high risk, animal models uncertain 
Only one drug has ever been approved for the indication sepsis, Xigris from Eli Lilly. How-
ever, it was withdrawn after a long period of use due to lack of efficacy. At present, there-
fore, there are no medicines explicitly approved for this indication. Sepsis is a very com-
plex condition involving a large part of the body's immune system. This makes it much 
more difficult to find a cure the disease than a typical drug that binds to a single receptor 
that affects a biological process. 
 
Modus bases his hypothesis that sevuparin limits the damage in Sepsis, on effects in the 
body that have been observed from heparin and related drugs. This hypothesis has been 
strengthened in preclinical, test-tube, and animal experiments. However, there are ques-
tions about how well results in mice translate to humans in Sepsis specifically. Therefore, 
the risk in this project may be considered high, despite reasonable scientific grounds. This 
is reflected in our 23.3 per cent probability of success in the Phase IIa trial, which is de-
rived from cardiovascular development programs that have among the lowest probabili-
ties. 
 

High development costs in later phase 
Drugs that affect the heart and blood vessels tend to be the most expensive to develop, 
due to the need for large studies, especially in late phase. At the same time, the early 
phases of Sepsis are not very expensive compared to studies in other indications, such as 
cancer, because it is a critical condition that is treated for a short period, 7-14 days. If Mo-
dus can find a partner, it is likely to bear the costs of the registry-based study, thus remov-
ing the problem. 
 

Thin development portfolio 
Modus Therapeutics currently has only one drug candidate in its project portfolio. Which, 
in our view, results in an increased operational development risk for the Company. Should 
the compound fail in the planned development phase, there is not much underlying value 
left. The Company is aware of this and is working to reduce this risk by investigating and 
developing sevuparin for other indications and then seeking patents in the new indica-
tions. The Company collaborates with Imperial College on a development programme 
funded by Wellcome in children with severe malaria. In addition, there is an opportunity for 
expansion in the broader area of systemic inflammation if sevuparin is successful in Sep-
sis, as the components affected by the drug are also relevant to systemic inflammation of 
a non-sepsis genus. that affect the heart and blood vessels tend to be the most expensive 
to develop, due to the need for large studies, especially in late phase. At the same time, the 
early phases of Sepsis are not very expensive compared to studies in other indications, 
such as cancer, because it is a critical condition that is treated for a short period, 7-14 
days. If bola-get can find a partner, it is likely to bear the costs of the registry-based study, 
thus removing the problem. 
 

Funding up to potential exit dependent on warrants 
To fund the Phase IIa trial, the results of which could be decisive and potentially a basis for 
an exit, the Company is dependent on outstanding warrants (TO1) falling "in the money." 
The exercise price is set at between SEK 7.3-8.8. Although the subscription price is low in 
relation to the fundamentally projected value of the Company, there may be other reasons 
based on, for example, stock psychology or technical analysis that keep the price down un-
til then. The fact that the Company is dependent on TO1 may be a factor in itself that cre-
ates uncertainty for investors. 
 
Often the share prices of early-stage pharmaceutical companies are affected by various 
triggers, typically the press release from the Company about various value-enhancing 
events. At the same time, there tends to be a lull in between. Top-line data from the Phase 
Ib provocation study is scheduled to be presented in the second to third quarter. This is 
the key trigger leading up to the launch. There is a risk that it will occur after the subscrip-
tion period. The Company may depend on positive news flow ahead of the redemption 
period to keep the share price above the subscription price. Should the Phase Ib data be 
strong, there are also opportunities for licensing deals with defined geographies, which 
would support the Company's cash position.  
  

There are a number of risks associ-
ated with conducting research in a 
condition as difficult as Sepsis. 
Given that there are currently no ap-
proved treatments for the condition, 
the risk of development is seem-
ingly even higher than in disease ar-
eas where there is more data avail-
able.  

Like many drug development com-
panies, Modus is dependent on the 
future capitalisation of its drug can-
didate. We see it as a key part of 
the Company's strategy that TO1 is 
redeemed for further funding of 
sevuparin development. If this is 
not achieved, it is likely that more 
capital will need to be raised for fur-
ther research. 
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Introduction to Modus Therapeutics 
Modus Modus Therapeutics is a Swedish biotechnology company with roots in Karolinska Develop-
ment. The Company is developing the drug candidate sevuparin for the treatment of the life-threatening 
condition sepsis. After initial research in acute sickle cell anemia, where a completed phase II study 
without efficacy is do-documented, the Company now has high confidence in the candidate's efficacy 
in Sepsis and septic shock. Modus is approaching the start of important clinical trials. Where a Phase 
Ib study is closest, to be followed by the, in our opinion, crucial Phase II study - where clinical efficacy in 
humans will be evaluated. The Company, thanks to capital from the completed IPO combined with out-
standing warrants is well funded to push sevuparin through the clinic until potential partnering can be 
achieved and additional capital will occur. Ownership is dominated by representatives from the Compa-
ny's Board of Directors and CEO, John Öhd.  
 

A brief introduction to Modus 
Modus was founded in 2011 by Karolinska Development to develop sevuparin, which 
builds on research into non-coagulant heparins in 2003-2006. Patent applications for sevu-
parin date back to 2012-12-19. The chosen indication was vasoocclusive crisis (VOC) in 
people suffering from sickle cell anemia. VOC involves the accumulation of nickel cells in 
blood vessels, blocking them and causing pain, which can lead to organ damage or, in the 
worst case, death. The project progressed to a Phase II study, which failed to demonstrate 
a significant effect. The study ended in 2019. In the same year, a research team at Karolin-
ska Institutet showed that sevuparin could slow down the process in sepsis and septic 
shock that leads to blood vessel leakage. The increased permeability of blood vessels 
leads to a flooding of organs with plasma, which can lead to organ failure and ultimately 
death. With this as a starting point, John Öhd began to redirect the business towards the 
new indication Sepsis. 2019-2021 was spent on market research, planning for fundraising, 
and planning and compiling the documents needed for the upcoming clinical trials, first 
and foremost the upcoming phase Ib, which is described in a section below. 
 

Management and top ten owners 

 

John Öhd has been the Company's CEO since 2020. Öhd has an ownership in 
Modus equivalent to approximately 10.8 percent of the share capital and 
votes. He has worked at Modus for three years. He is basically a scientist and 
physician and has worked in commercial drug development since 2007. He 
has experience from AstraZeneca, Shire and Medivir. 

 

Claes Lindblad Claes Lindblad was appointed CFO in March 2021. He has over 
20 years of experience in Life Science and comes from OssDsign. Claes owns 
7,812 shares in bola-get. 

 

Viktor Drvota is Chairman of the Board since. Drvota sits on a number of 
boards and is CEO of Karolinska Development. Represents owners of just over 
50 percent of bola-get. 

Source: Company information 

 
To complete the Phase II study in sickle cell anemia, John Öhd was recruited as Chief 
Medical Officer in 2018. When efficacy could not be demonstrated in the Phase II study, he 
redirected the Company to the new indication of Sepsis and was appointed CEO in 2020. 
He is more or less solely responsible for the Company's re-launch in the sepsis indication. 
He has in-depth knowledge of pharmaceuticals and body biology, having conducted re-
search in this area at an academic level in the past. The fact that he is currently the third 
largest shareholder should pay for leadership in line with shareholders' interests.  
 
The Company was founded by Karolinska Development and its Board of Directors includes 
Karolinska Development's CEO, Viktor Drvota, as Chairman of the Board. Torsten Goesch 
from Rosetta Capital and Ellen K. Donnelly are members of the board. The Company's 
board has relevant expertise in drug development with a solid network, both in the Nordic 
region and internationally.  
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Modus has unusually concentrated ownership. Karolinska Development, Kdev Investments 
and CEO John Öhd together own almost three quarters of the Company. These owners 
have entered into lock-up agreements on their respective holdings until the last day to re-
deem outstanding warrants (TO1). This limits the liquidity of the share. 
 
Top ten owners 

 

Largest owners    Nr of shares % Verificated 

Karolinska Development AB 6 152 633 38.2% 2021-07-22 

Kdev Investments AB 2 752 516 17.1%       2021-07-22 

John Öhd 1 730 591 10.8% 2021-07-22 

Mattias Svensson 312 500 1.9% 2021-07-22 

Hans Wigzell 312 500 1.9% 2021-07-22 

Polynom Investment AB 218 750 1.4% 2021-07-22 

 Ellen Donnelly  195 073 1.2% 2021-07-22 

Marcus Jensmar 156 250 1.0% 2021-07-22 

Fredrik Isberg 117 187 0.7% 2021-07-22 

Thomas Feldthus 93 750 0.6% 2021-07-22 

Total for top ten largest owners 12 041 750 75% 2021-07-22 

Total number of shares 16 100 050 100% 2021-07-22 

  
         

Source: Holdings.se 

 

Share development 
The share was listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market in July 2021. Below is the per-
formance of the share listed on Nasdaq Stockholm. There are approximately 5.2 million 
outstanding warrants (TO1) since the IPO. 
 
Development of the share since august 2021  Development of Modus market cap since august 

 
 

  

 

Source: Thomson Reuters Eikon och Carlsquare  Source: Thomson Reuters Eikon och Carlsquare 
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Kdev Investments AB is a joint ven-
ture between Karolinska Develop-
ment and Rosetta Capital, a Lon-
don-based venture capital firm fo-
cused on life science investments.  
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Historical development activities of Modus R&D department 
 

 
  

Source: Company information and, Carlsquare 

 
Sevuparin has already undergone a phase II study in sickle cell anemia, with no proven 
efficacy. In practice, the candidate is currently ready for a Phase II study. However, man-
agement believes that an initial Phase Ib study in healthy volunteers with the simulated 
disease is a safer route to go than immediately starting a Phase IIa study. Such a Phase Ib 
study may provide more information on the optimal dose for further clinical development.  
 
The Company's current project portfolio is described below. The light blue refers to the 
phases sevuparin has progressed through in each indication in previous studies. What is 
highlighted in red refers to the completed effort in sickle cell anemia. This project has 
been discontinued and does not incur any additional costs. As can be seen, there is also 
data from previous studies in malaria. For further development in the malaria indication, a 
collaboration has been established with Imperial College London where the Wellcome 
Trust is funding the activities. Modus will only provide sevuparin. The Company's focus is 
clearly on Sepsis. 
 
Project portfolio 
    

Projektnamn Indication Preclinical Phase I Phase II Phase III Approval 

Supavarin (IV) Sickelcellsanemia                 

Sevuparin (IV)  Malaria         

Supavarin (IV) Sepsis                 
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare 

 

Background to Sepsis and Sevuparin  
Sepsis - an ill-defined condition 
Sepsis is not a uniform disease but a syndrome triggered by an acute infection. There are 
several difficulties in the conceptualization of Sepsis. A wide variety of microorganisms 
can cause underlying infections, and the infection can originate in different parts of the 
body. In addition, the course is influenced by the patient's individual health, such as immu-
nological status, other concurrent illnesses, and age. The multifaceted origin of Sepsis 
combined with the variation in the patient's response to treatment leads to a wide variation 
in the clinical picture.  
 
The sepsis/infection causes the blood vessels to become more permeable to fluid (blood 
plasma), allowing fluid to leave the bloodstream and escape into tissues and even organs. 
This causes the blood pressure to fall, which can make the situation worse for the patient. 
Therefore, fluids are given in the form of an intravenous drip with electrolytes. Many pa-
tients develop lung failure and need to be put on a ventilator. If the plasma permeability of 
the organ's blood vessels increases further, patients may develop a so-called septic shock, 
which is life-threatening and requires intensive care. 
 

 

 
  

Source: vardgivarguiden.se 

Electrolytes = Electrolytes are sub-
stances in the human body that 
contain an electrical charge. They 
are essential elements for the 
proper functioning of the body and 
something that can both be lost 
and replaced.  

Infection 

Organ failure 
(SOFA-increase > 2) 

 
SEPSIS 

Experiment & Date Preclinical     Phase I     Phase I/IIa     Phase III 
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Symptoms that indicate Sepsis 

 

 
  

Source: vardgivarguiden.se 

 

New definitions of the condition (Sepsis-3) 
As recently as February 2016, a new definition of Sepsis, sepsis-3, emerged, indicating that 
researchers are still trying to establish clear guidelines for diagnosing the condition of 
Sepsis. To define Sepsis, as far as possible, the acute patient's organ dysfunction (organ 
failure) is graded using the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) scoring system. 
Clinically, Sepsis is defined as an increase of ≥2 SOFA points based on suspected infec-
tion. To facilitate early detection of Sepsis in non-ICU patients, a simplified scoring system, 
Quick SOFA (qSOFA), was developed. Three variables were identified; blood pressure, res-
piratory rate, and level of consciousness. Deviations in at least two variables signal an 
increased likelihood of Sepsis. The cut-off points for abnormal findings were defined as 
systolic blood pressure ≤100 mm Hg, respiratory rate ≥22 per minute, and impaired level of 
consciousness. 
 

Definition of Sepsis 
According to Sepsis-3, Sepsis is a state of life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by 
disturbed systemic (SIRS) response to infection. These formulation nuances the perspec-
tive compared to the older, strictly inflammation-focused approach. The concept of SIRS is 
not included in Sepsis-3, either in definitions or diagnostic criteria. As there is currently no 
evidence to use specific clinical signs or biomarkers as criteria for impaired systemic host 
response, it was decided instead to use the next step in the causal chain, organ dysfunc-
tion, as the determining factor in establishing a diagnosis of Sepsis. 
 

Definition of Septic shock 
In septic shock, the permeability of the blood vessels of the organs has increased signifi-
cantly. This leads to increased organ failure with devastating consequences for the pa-
tient. Septic shock is defined according to Sepsis-3 as a subset of Sepsis, where underly-
ing circulatory and cellular/metabolic disturbances are sufficiently pronounced to increase 
the risk of death significantly. Supported by analysis of large databases, diagnostic criteria 
for septic shock were determined to be Sepsis with residual hypotension. The mortality 
rate in this group is often between 30-40 per cent. 
 
The mode candidate sevuparin is thought to prevent the pores of blood vessels from open-
ing, which could prevent the progression to organ failure and thus also reduce the damage 
and mortality of Sepsis and septic shock. 
 
The tables below left illustrate the number of individuals affected by sepsis and septic 
shock in the seven largest markets. On the right is the geographical distribution of inci-
dence on 7MM. As can be seen, the US, is by far the largest market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOFA = Sequential Organ Failure 
Assessment. It is a form of scoring 
system used in critical care to as-
sess and grade the presence of or-
gan dysfunction 

SIRS = Systemic inflammatory re-
sponse syndrome 

Septisk chock = Subgroup of Sepsis 
with significantly increased risk of 
death (greater than 40%).  

Fever and hypertension 

Psychological distress/confu-
sion 

Increased respiratory rate 
or decreased oxygen 

Low blood pressure, 
elevated heart rate 

Elevated lactate 

Abdominal pain, diarrhoea 
or vomiting 

Warm and dry skin. Cold 
sweaty and pale 

Increased respiratory 
rate or decreased oxy-

gen 
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7MM: Incidence (number of patients affected) of Sepsis & Septic Shock 
 

       

Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare 

 

Traditional treatment for Sepsis 
Today, as mentioned earlier, there are no specific drugs for Sepsis. Treatment is adapted 
to the patient's status. The patient who comes in for treatment is usually already on antibi-
otics and is traditionally given oxygen first. This is followed by electrolyte drip and intrave-
nous antibiotics. If the blood pressure drops, blood pressure boosters are used. Many pa-
tients develop lung failure and need to be put on a ventilator. To avoid septic shock, it is 
essential that the patient is treated within six hours of the onset of symptoms.  
 
Despite extensive research, only one drug candidate has been approved for the treatment 
of Sepsis: Eli Lilly's Xigris, approved in 2001. However, the Company withdrew the drug in 
2011 after more extensive analysis showed it had no statistically significant effect in se-
vere Sepsis and septic shock.  
 
Treatment regimen in sepsis & SOFA score 

 

 
  

Source: Company information & Carlsquare 

 

Modus Therapeutics candidate – Sevuparin 

Improved version of proven technology 
Sevuparin dates to research on non-coagulant heparins from 2003-2006. Sevuparin is a 
unique heparin-like molecule that has been adapted to greatly reduce its blood-thinning ef-
fect. Heparin, which is an anticoagulant, is one of the oldest existing medicines, launched 
as mentioned earlier nearly 100 years ago. Researchers have seen the potential of using 
heparin in several conditions, but its anticoagulant effect, which can lead to bleeding, 
means that the dose must be severely restricted, resulting in low efficacy.   
 
Sevuparin is a newly developed short heparinoid that has been modified to be a non-anti-
coagulant by removing the anti-thrombin binding. It has limited anticoagulant effect which 
is likely due to binding to heparin cofactor II. This means that a side effect will be some co-
agulation inhibition, but it is so limited that Sevuparin can be dosed around 20 times higher 
than regular heparin. Heparin is used as an anticoagulant, but the molecule has also been 
shown to have properties such as; 
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Coagulation = To solidify. In re-
search, we often talk about blood 
coagulation, i.e. the solidification of 
blood. 

Antithrombin= Antithrombin is syn-
thesized in the liver and is im-
portant for blood coagulation. 
Blood clotting is carefully regulated 
and limited to the site of injury by 
natural inhibitors of clotting such as 
anti-thrombin 
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(i) Prevents blood cells from adhering to the walls of the blood vessel.  
(ii) Prevents blood cells from aggregating.  
(iii) Anti-inflammatory by acting on P-selectin, L-selectin, thrombospondin, von Willen-
brand's factor and fibronectin.  
 
Sevuparin retains the above effects while minimising the anticoagulant effect. The prob-
lem with using heparin-like drugs for purposes other than anticoagulation has been that 
they could only be dosed at low concentrations, resulting in insufficient efficacy. 
 

Effect on important functions 
Sevuparin has a proven effect on bodily functions. Heparin is similar to several endoge-
nous molecules (polysaccharides) and can bind to a large number of surfaces inside the 
body. It is a polysaccharide, which plays an important role in living beings. An estimate 
from the literature indicates that heparinoids have potent effects on several different tar-
gets in the body. With such a broad spectrum of action, it is likely that it can be used in 
several disease states and could be designated as a drug in pursuit of a disease, as its 
safety profile is good, well understood, and proven in a number of patients (see below). 
However, the complexity of its action makes it difficult to assess in advance which condi-
tions or diseases it is best suited for.  
 
The picture below illustrates the effects of sevuparin. Of the known potent effects exhib-
ited by heparinoids and sevuparin, those highlighted in green are relevant in the treatment 
of and Sepsis.  
 
The blue highlighted one represents the mechanism that was considered relevant in previ-
ous studies on sickle cell disease. Blood-thinning is crossed out in the figure as sevuparin, 
unlike other heparinoids, does not have blood-thinning properties. Antigenicity is the ca-
pacity of a chemical structure to bind specifically to a group of certain products that have 
adaptive immunity: T-cell receptors or antibodies. 
 
Characterictics of sevuparin  

 

 
  

Source: Company information 

 

Expected to protect against inflammation and counteract permeability 
The discovery underlying the current focus on Sepsis is that sevuparin protects blood ves-
sels during inflammation and counteracts the increased blood vessel permeability seen in 
Sepsis and systemic inflammation. Most blood vessels are permeable to smaller mole-
cules (osmosis). In inflammation, blood vessels are opened to allow immune cells to pass 
through. One of the main problems in Sepsis, especially septic shock, is that the blood 
vessels of whole organs can become completely permeable, resulting in the organs being 
flooded with body fluids and other misplaced molecules and cells. Modus has shown in 
preclinical trials that sevuparin inhibits the blood vessel-damaging compounds released by 
immune cells by binding them directly so that the blood vessel walls do not open too 
much. If this can be proven in sepsis patients, it may mean that organ failure and low 
blood pressure, which are the lethal clinical components of septic shock, can be avoided 
or their risk reduced. 
 
The picture below illustrates the thickening of the neutrophils (blood vessels) during infec-
tion. The symbiosis that then occurs with plasma leakage is directly life-threatening. Sevu-
parin's purpose in preventing leakage can now be critical to patient survival. 

Antigenicity = the capacity of a 
chemical structure to bind specifi-
cally to a group of certain proteins 
that have adaptive immunity: T-cell 
receptors or antibodies. 

Blood vessel permeability is a life-
threatening symptom of Sepsis and 
septic shock. 
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Illustration of sevuparin's expected efficacy in sepsis conditions 

 

 
  

Source: Company information and Carlsquare 

 
The fact that the human cells that enable the permeability of blood vessels (neutrophil 
granulocytes) become less active by sevuparin has been shown in vitro (i.e. in test tubes) 
to be positive. An experiment in mice has demonstrated that sevuparin prevents leakage 
into the lungs during disease simulation, see below. The outcome of the experiment is 
presented in the figure below. 
 
Plasma leakage to lungs during systemic infection in a mouse model 

 

 
  

Source: Rasmuson et al 2019 

 
hkGAS stands for "heat-killed group A Streptococcus", i.e., heat-killed bacteria. PMN-depl 
stands for polymorphonuclear cell depletion, i.e., depletion of granulocyte cells (a type of 
immune cell that contains sacs of defensive substances). The graph shows, from left to 
right; 
 
(1) That the leakage to the lung in placebo is about two on the scale.  
 
(2) When sevuparin is injected, the leakage is still two.  
 
(3) When heat-killed group 1 streptococci are injected, the leakage to the lung doubles to 
four. 
 
(4) When heat-killed group 1 streptococci are injected at the same time as granulocytes 
are neutralised in the blood, the leakage is about two, i.e. the bacterial injection does not 
lead to increased leakage to the lungs. 
 
(5) When heat-killed group 1 streptococci are injected simultaneously with sevuparin, the 
leakage into the blood is approximately two, i.e., sevuparin prevents increased leakage into 
the lungs. 
 

Neutrophilic granulocytes = Blood 
vessels 

Granulocytes = A type of white 
blood cell. Neutrophilic granulo-
cytes are the most common type 
and normally make up 60-70% of 
white blood cells.  = Ett slags vita 
blodkroppar. Neutrofila granulocy-
ter är den vanligaste sorten och ut-
gör normalt 60-70% av de vita blod-
kropparna.  
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The model suggests that a specific type of immune cell causes the lungs to leak (granulo-
cytes, and it has been known for some time that it is neutrophilic granulocytes) and that 
sevuparin inhibits the action of these cells by binding their vascular damaging compounds. 
These are exciting results that justify further investigation in men. At the same time, it 
should be stressed once again that mice and humans have different immune systems and 
it is not a given that something that works in mice will work in humans, especially in the 
case of such complex conditions as Sepsis. The researchers who conducted the above ex-
periment are aware of this fact and have simultaneously shown that human neutrophil 
granulocytes when treated with sevuparin, reduce the permeability of blood vessels in 
vitro. So that this mechanism also exists in humans in-vivo is likely. However, how much 
effect sevuparin has in a human compared to a laboratory slide remains to be seen, which 
is what will be tested in future clinical trials. 
 

Production of Heparin 
Heparin consists of polysaccharides (carbohydrates) extracted from twigs and has a mo-
lecular weight of 5000 - 30 000 daltons (da). LMWH is heparin from which molecules of 
lower atomic weight, 4000-6500 daltons, have been isolated. By definition, it is therefore 
not a small molecule (<1000 daltons). Heparin is thus a non-homogeneous (mutable) com-
pound consisting of different polysaccharide chains (carbohydrate chains linked to each 
other). 
 
Heparin är inte en ren syntetisk produkt. Molekylen utvinns från slemhinnor i grisars tar-
mar. Råmaterialet från gris, så kallad rå-heparin, kommer i stor utsträckning från Kina. Pri-
set på heparin varierar med tillgång och efterfrågan på griskött, särskilt i Kina. Sevuparin 
tillverkas på ungefär samma sätt som Heparin från gristarmar, men genomgår en an-
norlunda kemisk behandling.  
 

Manufacture of Sevuparin 
The fact that sevuparin has a biological origin has regulatory implications. Heparinoids are 
non-biological complex drugs (NBCDs). In Europe, heparinoids are classified as biological 
medicinal products, while in the US, they are classified as synthetic (i.e., conventional me-
dicinal products). Biological medicines have higher approval requirements and longer data 
protection periods. It is problematic that copies of heparinoids are classified as generics 
in the US, as there may be variations between the copy and the original (e.g. the distribu-
tion between different major polysaccharide chains may be different). At the same time, 
the testing that must be performed on a generic of an NBCD in the US is more extensive 
than for regular molecules as a generic will not be identical to the original. There are dis-
cussions about harmonising requirements in the US and Europe which may lead to in-
creased requirements for heparinoid generics in the US in the future, which would be bene-
ficial for Modus.   
 

Completed studies 
Phase II study in acute sickle cell anemia 
In the phase II study in acute sickle cell anemia, sevuparin was tested in patients with 2-7 
days continuous infusion 18 mg/kg per day. The study was placebo-controlled, 1:1. The 
study had one primary and five secondary endpoints. Of the secondary measures, TEAEs, 
treatment-emergent adverse events or side effects, and pharmacokinetics were included. 
Safety data are, in our opinion, interesting, as they give an indication of safety even when 
treated in other indications. 
 
Serious adverse events occurred in 16 (22%) of 68 patients in the sevuparin group and in 
21 (22%) of patients in the placebo group. There was no difference between the treatment 
group and the placebo group as a whole. Both groups were hospitalised for treatment of 
acute sickle cell anemia, where the standard treatment is pain-relieving opioids. In the sick 
group, sevuparin produced no notable side effects in 8 of 9 measures. Only in aPTT, a 
measure of blood counts, was a difference seen. Twelve percent had prolonged aPPT in 
the sevupa-rin group, while none had it in the placebo group. This shows that sevuparin 
has some inhibitory effect on blood clotting, which was expected as it is a modification of 
heparin, an anticoagulant drug. In this study, this was the only up-measurable side effect 
that differed significantly between the groups. According to the investigator, the side ef-
fect was not clinically important, i.e., it was a mild side effect. Four people who received 
sevuparin developed nosebleeds, which may have been an effect of the drug. No more 
serious possible specific side effect than this was observed. 
 
 

In Vivo = Refers to biological pro-
cesses in living cells and tissues 
when they are in their natural place 
in whole organ-isms. 

LMWH = Low Molecular Weight 
Heparin.  

Dalton = Is an alternative term to in-
dicate the mass of proteins and 
molecules. 

Raw heparin is extracted from pigs 
and is thus dependent on the sup-
ply and demand of pork. 

NBCDs = Non-biological complex 
drugs. This means, in simple terms, 
that the class of drugs is ill-defined 
with a complex structure. This defi-
nition implies some differences in 
the way the regulatory authorities 
view the class of drugs. 

Sickle cell anaemia = A hereditary 
disease caused by a change in hae-
moglobin (Hb), the protein that col-
ours red blood cells and carries ox-
ygen to the body's various tissues. 
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Illustration: Phase II study of sevuparin in acute sickle cell anaemia (efficacy endpoint) 
 

 
  

Source: pubmed.com 

 
As the picture above shows, sevuparin did not achieve significance in the efficacy meas-
ure from the acute sickle cell anemia study. The placebo group (red line in the graph) and 
sevuparin (blue line in the graph) symbolize the median time for patients included in the 
study to a resolution of VOC (acute sickle cell anemia). However, the researchers believe 
that sevuparin could be effective if used prophylactically before the critical stage. How-
ever, there are no economic resources for Modus to test this hypothesis at this time. 
 

Results with tafoxiparin 
Modus' sister company, Dilafor, has developed a similar molecule, tafoxiparin. It has been 
tested in various obstetric indications. The second quarter of 2021 demonstrated a strong 
significant effect (p<0.009) in uterine maturation in first-time mothers with delayed devel-
opment in a Phase II study with 170 participants. Tafoxiparin mimics the polysaccharide 
hepa-ransulfate and has significant structural similarities to heparin. Heparin could not be 
used in obstetric indications because of increased bleeding. It is reasonable to believe that 
hepa-rin may have a similar effect on cervical maturation as tafoxiparin. It is also conceiv-
able that sevuparin may have a similar effect. This illustrates the great potential breadth of 
the uses of heparin-like drugs, although of course several studies would be required. 
 

Regulatory pathway to approval in Sepsis 

Clear strategy to bring sevuparin to market 
The Company has, in our view, a realistic and relatively detailed plan for taking sevuparin 
all the way to market. There is a detailed target plan for the years 2021-2025. If possible, a 
licensing agreement will be concluded after completing a proof-of-concept study (phase 
IIa). At the same time, the Company is preparing for a Phase IIb, which it has the option to 
conduct in-house if necessary, via funding from the Company's IPO. There are also plans 
for this study to progress to a Phase III trial. As well as plans to apply for support pro-
grammes from the FDA and EMA for a faster route to market (e.g., through Accelerated 
Approval). The Company has a management team that thinks strategically and long-term, 
which is essential for the success of a drug project. 
 
Illustration av tilltänkt utvecklingsplan för sevuparin 
         

  2021  2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 

  H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2 

Phase Ib                               

Phase IIa                               

Phase IIb                               

Phase III                               

Approval/Launch                               

 
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare 

VOC = vaso-occlusive crisis = Akut 
sickelcellanemi. 

Sevuparin's mechanism of action 
could hypothetically be used in 
other indications outside of bola-
get's current focus indication. 

FDA = Food and Drug Administra-
tion (U.S).  

EMA = European Medicines 
Agency. Den europeiska läkeme-
delsmyndigheten. 
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Can reach market faster than traditional drug development 
To obtain market support for a registration, two large Phase III studies with a total of more 
than 1,000 patients over a more extended period are typically required. Given that there is 
no approved drug for Sepsis, the bar is likely to be somewhat lower than for other drugs. 
Several FDA and EMA programmes potentially facilitating development may be available. 
The Company may have the opportunity for Accelerated Approval upon successful Phase 
IIb/early Phase III results if, for example, they can demonstrate improvement in sympto-
matic measures of Sepsis, which could allow for earlier marketing of the drug while addi-
tional confirmatory Phase III studies are conducted. The Company should also have the 
potential to obtain Breakthrough Therapy designation, which could facilitate studies and 
approvals through lower endpoint requirements (objectives of the study). 
 
Timeline in traditional drug development 

 

 
  

Source: sciencedirect.com 

 

Design of phase Ib, end of the year 2022 - Q2/Q3 2022 
Modus is ready for a phase II study with sevuparin. It has chosen to start with a provoca-
tion study in healthy volunteers instead of immediately starting a solid II study. The aim of 
the provocation study is to find an optimal dose for the fixed phase IIa study. This is more 
cost-effective than doing a larger dose optimisation study in sick patients (a phase IIb). It 
is a relatively short study that is not expected to take more than nine months to complete 
in terms of top-line. Statistical analysis and publication of the results will take longer. 
 
60 healthy volunteers will be recruited in the Netherlands. They will receive an injection of 
lipopolysaccharides (LPS). LPS is a naturally occurring molecule in the cell wall of bacteria 
which, when given in the blood, produces a strong immune response. This causes a sep-
sis-like reaction in patients that is much milder and less dangerous than true sep-sis, 
which is typically triggered by healthy bacteria entering the bloodstream. Some will be 
given log molecular heparin (LMHW) along with sepuvarin to see if they are tolerated to-
gether. This is done because a certain amount of LMHW is injected into sepsis patients to 
avoid blood clots. The main part of the study consists of three cohorts of 16 individuals 
each receiving different doses of sevuparin. Some receive placebo in a 3:1 ratio, i.e. in 
each cohort four people receive placebo and 12 receive a predetermined dose of sevu-
parin. In the LMWH cohort, the ratio is 1:1. 
 

Design phase IIa, Q3/Q4 2022 – Q4 2023 
In phase IIa, the optimal dose, in terms of efficacy and tolerability, from phase Ib will be 
used. 100-120 patients with severe Sepsis will be recruited with a 1:1 placebo group in 6-
12 European clinics. Based on previous preclinical toxicology studies, sevuparin may be 
administered as a continuous intravenous infusion for up to 14 days. 
 
The aim of the study is to identify possible side effects and clinically beneficial effects of 
sevuparin. For example, the difference in SOFA measures between treatment group and 
placebo may be measured, time to symptom improvement, measurement of time on a 
ventilator, and death and complications at day 28 after initiation of treatment. The study 
will be a proof-of-concept study in which the efficacy of sepuvarin is intended to be proven 
with a certain degree of plausibility. 
 

Design phase IIb 
The Phase IIb study is a dose-finding study with three dose cohorts and a placebo group 
receiving only the standard treatment (in a 1:1:1:1 ratio). Up to 250 patients are planned to 
be enrolled in 15-25 clinics in Europe and the US. It will measure similar side effects and 
efficacy measures as the Phase IIa study. 

Accelerated approval = Issued by 
both EMA and FDA to accept a drug 
faster than the traditional process. 
The FDA intends to review the appli-
cation and provide a decision within 
60 days of receipt of the application 
for the candidate. Issued for indica-
tions with high unmet medical 
need. 

Breakthrough Therapy = A process 
designed to accelerate the develop-
ment and review of drugs intended 
to treat a serious condition where 
preliminary clinical evidence sug-
gests that the therapeutic agent 
may show significant improvement 
over available therapy at one or 
more clinically important endpoints. 

The planned Phase II study will be 
crucial for Mo-dus Therapeutics' fu-
ture value creation. 
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If the dose used in phase 2a is effective, it is reasonable to assume that two new dose 
groups with a higher dose will be tested. After an interim analysis, the least effective dose 
is discontinued, assuming the level of adverse events is favourable, and the study contin-
ues with two dose levels compared to placebo. 
 

Design phase III 
The Company does not have detailed plans for what Phase III will look like. It depends on 
the outcome of previous studies. The Company believes it is possible that the Phase IIb 
study could directly transition to a Phase III study. If the results of the Phase IIb study are 
convincing, an Accelerated Approval, which allows conditional marketing and sales, would 
theoretically be possible. To obtain full approval, a Phase III study with more participants 
but with the same protocol as in the Phase IIb study at the chosen dose would then need 
to be conducted to document efficacy and safety (unusual side effects are often only de-
tected in larger Phase III studies).  
 
The alternative routes that Modus can potentially use 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  

Source: Company information, Carlsquare 

 

Patent protection and market protection 
The Company's patent extends to 2032 in the US and 2033 in Europe, with the possibility 
of a patent extension of up to five years in each market. Thus, sevuparin may be patent 
protected until sometime in 2032-2037 in the US and 2033-2038 in Europe. 
 
In addition, if approved by the FDA or EMA, the Company has data exclusivity for a number 
of years, which means that other companies may not apply for drug approval based on 
Modus clinical studies. In the US, protection is only five years when heparinoids are classi-
fied as synthetic drugs. If they were classified as biologics, data exclusivity would be 12 
years. In Europe, heparinoids are classified as biologics and have eight years of data exclu-
sivity. Copies are classified as biosimilars and must undergo a Phase III study before ap-
proval. Therefore, market protection for Sepuvarin currently looks better in Europe than in 
the US. 
 
For example, generic LMWH (low molecular weight heparin) was already approved in the 
US in 2010, two years after the patent on the original drug expired. However, a biosimilar of 
LMWH was only approved in Europe in 2016. 
 
As heparinoids are produced from biological material, there is a possibility that the US may 
in the future decide to change the classification and harmonise the rules with the EU. It is 
somewhat unusual for medicines to have different classifications in the EU and the US. 
This could lead to better protection of data exclusivity, which could make a licensing 
agreement more attractive for the partner company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The extension of the Company's pa-
tent is a significant milestone that 
could be decisive for the future rev-
enues of sevupa-rin. 

Generic drug = A copy of an original 
drug 
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Market and Company positioning 
The market potential for the Sepsis indication is currently difficult to assess due to a lack of pa-tent-
protected therapies and variable sepsis reporting. The current market was estimated at only $3.2 billion 
in 2018. In the US, Sepsis is the most common cause of patient deaths in hospitals. The cost is esti-
mated at approximately $24 billion per year, which would indicate a more significant market potential 
for a good drug to prevent Sepsis. Globally, it is estimated that about 49 million people develop sep-
sis/septic shock and that about 11 million people die from the condition. The incidence in 7MM (the 
seven largest markets) is about 2.8 million people today and is expected to grow to 3.7 million by 2036. 
As sepsis patients receive intensive care, which is very costly, new drugs will be highly priced. The lack 
of competitors means that high sales figures are to be expected. We estimate that Modus sepsis can-
didate could reach peak sales of $2.7 billion by 2036. 
 

Market for Sepsis 
The hard-to-defined disease picture of Sepsis combined with a large number of affected 
people from developing countries results in widely varying market estimates. Therefore, 
we have chosen to combine data from GlobalData, market surveys, and scientific articles 
with our own assumptions about the market dynamics in the area and the potential posi-
tioning of sevuparin. 

Incidence 
The global incidence of Sepsis is estimated, according to a study by thelancet, to be just 
under 49 million people. At the same time, the WHO estimates that around 11 million men 
die each year from the condition, with a large proportion coming from developing coun-
tries. According to an estimate by GlobalData, around 2.8 million people develop Sepsis in 
the seven biggest markets, 7MM (measured in value terms). For example, in the US, the 
largest market in terms of market size, it is estimated that more than 2.1 million people 
will develop Sepsis in 2021, of which about 400 000 will develop septic shock. The mortal-
ity rate at the time of septic shock is about 30 per cent. 
 
7MM 2021: Share of total market by geography  7MM 2021: Incidence, septic shock, and deaths (thousand) 

 

 
 

  
 

 

Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare estimates  Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare estimates 

 
7MM: Incidence (number of patients affected) of Sepsis & Septic Shock 
 

       

Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare 
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7MM, 2026-2036: Incid. of Sepsis in number of patients   7MM, 2026-2036: Incidence of Sepsis by geography 
 

 
 

  

 

Source: academic.oup.com/biostatistics/article/20/2/273/4817524  Source: academic.oup.com/biostatistics/article/20/2/273/4817524 

 

Few drug candidates on the market 
The market for sepsis therapies is currently limited due to a lack of patented cures or other 
treatments for the condition. One study estimated the value of sepsis therapies (including 
septic shock) at $3.2 billion in 2018, with an expected CAGR of 7.5% through 2027 (trans-
parencymarketresearch.com). The majority of sales come from intravenous cephalospor-
ins, a type of antibiotic. The market share is minimal compared to other disease areas with 
similar severity. The largest group of drugs for cancer had an estimated $140 billion mar-
ket in 2019. The anti-coagulants group of drugs had sales of around $20 billion in the 
same year (Evaluate Pharma). 
 
The tables below illustrate the expected market for sepsis therapies. This does not include 
the launch of any new drug within the space. In the event of the launch of sevuparin and/or 
other drugs under development, the market value will increase dramatically. 
 
Global market value, Sepsis, billions of dollars 
 

       

Source: transparencymarketresearch.com 

 

Market potential for sevuparin 
Price per treatment 
The price level for sevuparin is estimated by the Company to be USD 5 000 to 10 000 per 
treatment depending on the market. Where a price level around USD 5 000 is expected in 
Europe and Japan, while the price picture in the US is double, USD 10 000 per treatment. 
The price level is set in light of the high socio-economic costs of treating patients with 
Sepsis, particularly those who develop septic shock. Where the cost in 2020 amounted to 
over $24 billion, in the US alone. The price level is in line with the cost of Xigris (Eli lily) be-
fore the candidate was removed from the market. We have assumed a slightly conserva-
tive price of $4,000 in the EU5 and Japan and $8,000 in the US. 
 

Positioning in the treatment cycle 
We believe that sevuparin should be used early in the treatment of Sepsis. The figure be-
low illustrates our modelling of the stage at which sevuparin should be used, i.e., early in 
the line of treatment, in combination with antibiotics. Given the side effect profile and 
mechanism of action of sevuparin, it is our opinion that it should be used at the earliest 
possible time. 
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Treatment regimen in sepsis & SOFA score 
 

 
  

Source: Company information & Carlsquare 

 

Treatable patients 
In the US alone, over 16 million patients visit the emergency room for the condition sys-
temic inflammatory bowel disease. Our assumptions are based on the assumption that all 
patients categorised as having Sepsis should be treated with sevuparin. Given that sevu-
parin is thought to prevent leakage into the blood vessels, it would be, almost, unethical for 
physicians not to treat with sevuparin at the earliest possible stage once the patient has 
been classified as a sepsis patient. 
 
Based on the above reasoning, we therefore assume that approximately 3.2 million pa-
tients are candidates for treatment with sevuparin by the launch year 2028 in the seven 
largest markets. This patient population grows to just over 3.7 million (7MM) by the end of 
2036, when sevuparin reaches peak sales according to our model. In the same year, the 
drug's patent is expected to expire. In a base case scenario, we estimate that sevuparin 
reaches a market share of around 10 per cent. This may be seen as slightly conservative 
but is motivated by the ill-defined condition that in our view may make uptake limited, com-
bined with the fact that competing drugs are likely to have reached the market before 
sevuparin. In addition, not 100 per cent of patients defined with Sepsis are likely to be 
treatable for other reasons, such as other acute underlying diseases. Despite the relatively 
low market share (for a new drug), we forecast peak pre-sales of USD 2.7 billion in 2036. 
We anticipate price growth of 2 per cent per year and annual patient population growth of 
1.6-2.3 per cent. 
 
The table below on the left illustrates the total market value of sevuparin assuming a 100% 
market share for the candidate. The market is thus base-rate on the number of patients af-
fected by Sepsis at 7MM with an assumed price between USD 4 000 - 8 000. Instead, the 
table on the right shows the expected revenues for Modus' future partner based on a mar-
ket share of 10 percent with a relatively linear uptake. 
 
Sevuparin, 7MM: Mrkt value for the treatment of Sepsis, $  Sevuparin, 7MM: Mrkt value at 10% market share, $ 

 

 
 

  

 

Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare estimates  Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare estimates 

 
The figure below illustrates the expected distribution between Modus and the future partners for sevuparin. By the launch year, 
2028, approximately 3-5 per cent of total peak sales (SEK 27bn) are expected to be reached. We then expect a growing uptake 
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Systemisk inflammation = Överre-
aktion av kroppens immunförsvar 
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We believe that sevuparin should be 
used as early as possible in the 
course of treatment when a patient 
is defined as having Sepsis. 
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from the market year by year until 2036, when peak sales reach SEK 26.7bn for the Company's partner/partners, while at such 
an outcome, Modus would receive over SEK 3.7bn in yearly royalties. 
 
Revenue split between partners and Modus, 2028-2039E (SEK bn) 

 

 
  

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 

 

Clinical projects in Sepsis  
Competition for Modus comes mainly from experimental drugs now undergoing late-stage 
clinical trials, and from possible indication expansion for existing drugs. One candidate in 
this latter category is cefiderocol, an antibiotic. Recombinant thrombomodulin can also be 
mentioned. 
 

Adrecizumab 
However, the greatest potential competition comes from new potential first-in-class drugs, 
where competition is quite limited. The Company itself really only sees Adrecizumab, a 
monoclonal antibody from Germany's Adrenomed, as a direct competitor. Adrecizumab is 
based on the same principle as sevuparin, i.e. preventing over-permeability of blood ves-
sels in septic shock. However, the mechanism of action is different. Adrenomed has al-
ready completed a phase 2 study in which a positive trend in survival was demonstrated 
compared to placebo. Even if Adrecizumad were to be approved, it is an antibody with a 
mechanism of action while sevuparin is a polysaccharide, so there would be a place for 
both, however the market potential for sevuparin would be reduced. 
 

recAP 
There are also less dangerous or less specific competitors in the clinical phase. For exam-
ple, Dutch AM-Pharma recently initiated a Phase 3 study in acute renal failure in Sepsis 
with its candidate, recAP (recombinant alkaline phosphatase). Between July 2019 and 
March 2020, the Company raised a total of €163 million to fund its Phase III trial with 1,600 
patients. The study is expected to be completed in early 2024. 
 

Vilobelimab (IFX-1) 
Vilobelimab is a monoclonal antibody from InflaRx that blocks the complement system's 
activating product C5a. It was developed in several indications linked to inflammation and 
cancer. It has been tested in a phase IIa study in Sepsis with early organ dysfunction, in 
which it was shown to be biologically active (although no survival or similar measures 
were reported). 
 

Nangibotide (LR12) 
Nangibote from Inotrem is a synthetic peptide that inhibits TREM-1, which is a receptor on 
cells of the innate immune system. It is being tested in acute myocardial infarction and 
septic shock, where it is undergoing a Phase II trial. 
 

Centhaquine (Lyfaquin) 
Pharmazz develops centhaquine for septic shock. The drug is already approved in India for 
hypovolemic shock (lack of blood plasma). It acts on adrenergic alpha receptors which 
activates the sympathetic nervous system (increasing heart rate and constricting veins) 
while inhibiting the sympathetic system. 
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Traumakine 
Traumakine from Faron is an interferon beta-1a analogue for the treatment of ARDS 
(Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome), which often occurs in the context of Sepsis when 
the lungs fill with fluid, proteins and blood cells and stop working. The candidate is being 
tested in Phase II clinical trials in COVID-19 and pneumonia. 
 

CYT107 
RevImmune is a French privately held biotech company developing a recombinant human 
interleukin-7 (CYT107), i.e. a cytokine, for infectious diseases, Sepsis and cancers. It is 
being tested in a Phase 2 trial in COVID-19. The candidate's main mechanism is that it re-
stores the function of lymphocytes and causes them to proliferate, thus strengthening the 
adaptive immune system. 

 
Seraph 100 
Seraph 100 from ExThera is not a drug but a filter for dialysis machines. It can clean the 
blood of a number of pathogens such as certain bacteria, fungi and viruses. The mecha-
nism of action should be comparable to that of antibiotics, although in this case it is me-
chanical. 

 
In addition, there are competitors in the preclinical phase, but the risk from them may be 
considered limited at this stage as the likelihood of a successful development programme 
in Sepsis from preclinical is low. Aptahem, a listed Swedish company, is developing the 
Apta-1 candidate for organ and tissue damage in Sepsis. The Company plans to initiate a 
phase 1 study once the preclinical program is completed. 
 

Clinical projects under development 
 
 

Company Drug Phase/Indication Verkningsmekanism (ENG) 

Adrenomed Adrecizumab Phase II done/septic chock Adrenomedullin Ab 

InflaRx  IFX-1 Phase II/COVID C5a Antibody- active compl  

Inotrem nangibotide Phase I/septic shock Trem-1 inh., on myeloid cells 

Pharmazz Centhaquine Phase III done, approved in India; septic shock Adrenergic modulator 

Faron Traumakine Phase II/COVID Pneumonia/ARDS reIFNB-1  

RevImmune  CYT107  Phase II/COVID/Sepsis/Infectious disease/Cancer IL7 T-cell growth factor, immune stimulation  

AM Pharma BV recAP  Phase II done/ acute kidney damage when having Sepsis reAlkaline phosphatase 

ExThera Seraph 100 Phase II/Sepsis, approved by FDA för COVID Heparin hemo-filter device 
 

    

Source: Company information and Carlsquare 

 
Listed peers 
We have identified a number of drug candidates on Spotlight and First North that are in the 
same phase as Modus Therapeutics, i.e. with a completed phase I. On average, these have 
a market cap of SEK 331 million (Modus is not included in the calculation of the average). 
Modus' market cap of SEK 63 million is illustrated at the bottom of the table. This is an 
apparently low valuation compared to the other companies in the list. 
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EV of comparable companies with completed Phase I 
 

 
    

Source: Carlsquare, Refinitiv eikon 

 

Licensing agreement in Sepsis 
There have been very few transactions and licensing deals in the indication due to the lack 
of candidates. 
 

2005 AstraZeneca – Protherics 
The deal was worth up to £195 million (equivalent to $341 million at the time), including 
£16.3 million in an initial outright payment. In addition, royalties of 20% will be added. The 
agreement concerned the candidate CytoFab, an antibody for the treatment of Sepsis. The 
candidate was in the middle of a Phase II trial and preparations were underway for a 
Phase III trial which was planned to start in 2007. 
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Financial history and Carlsquare forecasts 
Modus has not reported any net sales in the last two years. Given that the Company is in a research 
stage, we also do not forecast any revenue in the period 2021-2023. Upon successful outcomes from 
the Company's Phase II trial, we expect the Company to sign a partnering agreement in 2024 with an 
up-front payment of $30 million. Upon market launch of sevuparin in 2028, we expect Modus to provide 
a 14 per cent royalty share through 2036. We forecast total milestone payments of USD 300 million, 
based on clinical, regulatory, and commercial milestones. The Company's main costs have historically 
been related to the completed studies in nickel cell chemistry. Going forward, we forecast that R&D will 
be the largest cost item. Given our assumptions, we expect Modus to reach profitability based on roy-
alty income in 2029. 
 

Historical and forecast 
Income and expenses 
Modus has had no net sales in the last two years, only marginal other income. However, 
this is not unusual for early-stage research companies. Therefore, total costs are identical 
to EBIT after rounding. See graph below. 
 

Administrative expenses 
The Company's second largest expense item is reported as administrative expenses. This 
includes personnel, premises and other related costs outside research and development. 
Modus is currently a small operational team consisting of John and Claes. Thus, overhead 
costs can be kept low. However, we expect this item to increase over our forecast period, 
from SEK 2.3 million in 2020 to around SEK 13 million in 2022. We believe that the Com-
pany may need to recruit a few people. However, we do not see this as critical to the Com-
pany's outsourced strategy.  
 

Research and development expenses (R&D) 
The mode of historical but also expected largest cost item in the coming years relates to 
research and development (R&D). As the table on the right illustrates, major costs were 
incurred for the nickel cell studies in 2019. We forecast that R&D costs will be distributed 
between 2021-2023 as sevuparin is expected to advance into the clinic for Phase Ib and 
Phase IIa trials.  
 
Administrative expenses: 2019-2025P (SEK million)  R&D expenses: 2019-2025P (SEK million) 

 

 
 

  

 

Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare  Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare 

 
Total expenses: 2019-2025P (SEK million) 

 

 
 

 

Source: GlobalData, thelancet, Carlsquare  
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Revenues  
Future Licensing revenue 
In our valuation model, we have assumed that Modus signs a license agreement after the 
completion of the Phase IIa study and receives the first milestone payment at the start of 
Phase IIb in 2024, followed by payments at the successful completion of phases of the 
project until 2032. In total, these amount to USD 300 million. Starting in 2028, we expect 
the Company to receive royalties, 14 per cent of sales revenue, until 2036 when the pa-
tents expire. 
 
Licensing revenue for Modus in, 2018-2036E (SEK million) 
 

 
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquares estimates 

 

Cash flow and financing  
Cash position  
At the end of the second quarter, the Company reported cash of SEK 3.8 million. After the 
end of the quarter, an IPO was carried out with approximately SEK 30 million in proceeds, 
including the issue costs related to the IPO. Our forecast assumes that the Company will 
finance its operations in 2022 and 2023 via the outstanding warrants. We assume a sub-
scription price of SEK 7.30 and 5 percent in transaction costs. According to our forecast, 
the cash position is around SEK 1.5 million at year-end 2023/2024. If Modus manages to 
report good study results during this period, we believe that the Company will easily be 
able to raise capital when needed. The gap that, according to our projections, may arise is 
between year-end 2023/2024 and to the date when the Company can receive its up-front 
payment from future partnerships.  
 

Cash flow of the Company 
Below we describe Modus' historical cash flow and cash position and our projections of 
the same through 2025. 
 
Cash flow, period 2019-2025P (SEK million) 
 

 
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 
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Valuation of Modus Therapeutics 
Using a risk-adjusted DCF model, we model a fair value of SEK 18.1 per share in a base case scenario 
for Modus. We have used a number of assumptions in this risk-adjusted model. These include probabil-
ities of study results, market share of the product candidate, price of sevuparin and treatable patients. 
We forecast an LOA (Likelihood of Approval) of 8.3 percent. We model peak sales of $2.7 billion at 
7MM with market approval expected in 2028. This is based on treatable patients (categorized with Sep-
sis) of just over 3.7 million people with a candidate price point between $4,000 and $8,000 per treat-
ment. In the model, we present value future expected cash flows using a discount rate of 15.9 per cent. 
 

Fair value within a range 
Fair value = SEK 18.1 in base scenario 
To calculate a fair operating value of Modus, we have used a risk-adjusted DCF model. In 
the model, we present value future expected cash flows using a discount rate of 15.9 per 
cent. Using this method, we calculate a fair value based on the sum-of-the-parts for Modus 
of SEK 349 million. This can be put in relation to the fact that the Company should theoreti-
cally be valued as a Phase II-ready company with a slightly shorter patent life remaining. 
After assumed full subscription of the outstanding warrants (price 7.30), which gives a 
capital gain of SEK 35.8 million and dilution with an additional 5.16 million new shares, this 
corresponds to a value per share of SEK 18.1 after full dilution. 
 
In our Investment Case, we valued the Company ahead of the IPO. Since its release, the 
subscription option has been separated from the units issued in IPOn, and 5.16 million 
new shares have been issued. In addition to the number of shares, we have made a num-
ber of adjustments that affect the fair value of Modus. Our updated assumptions for treat-
able patients, pricing, and market share change the expected peak sales, resulting in a 
higher fair value. In light of this, the target price in this analysis is not comparable to that in 
our Investment Case. 
 
Valuation summary, base case 
 

Column1 On market Peak sales (mUSD) LOA rNPV (mSEK) Assumptions 

Sevuparin 2028-2036 2659 8,3% 336 USD 300m milestones, 14% royalties 

General expenses   0   -20,5 Until H1 2024 

Cash and cash equivalents   0   33,0   

Total   0   349   

Per share   0   21,4 16,100 million shares & warrants 

Warrants   0   35,3 5,156 million new shares 

Per share after full dilution       18,1   

  

Source: Carlsquare estimates 

 
Valuation summary, bear scenario 
 

Column1 On market Peak sales (mUSD) LOA rNPV (mSEK) Assumptions 

Sevuparin 2028-2036 2659 6,2% 246 USD 300m milestones, 14% royalties 

General expenses   0   -20.5 Until H1 2024 

Cash and cash equivalents   0   33   

Total   0   258   

Per share   0   16,1 16,100 million shares & warrants 

Warrants   0   35,3 5,156 million new shares 

Per share after full dilution       12,2   

  

Source: Carlsquare estimates 
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Valuation summary, bull scenario 
 

Column1 On market Peak sales (mUSD) LOA rNPV (mSEK) Assumptions 

Sevuparin 2028-2036 2659 10,4% 420 USD 300m milestones, 14% royalties 

General expenses   0   -20.5 Until H1 2024 

Cash and cash equvilants   0   33   

Total   0   432   

Per share   0   26,9 16,100 million shares & warrants 

Warrants   0   35,3 5,156 million new shares 

Per share after full dilution       22,0   

  

Source: Carlsquare estimates 

 
We anticipate peak sales of USD 2 659 million in 2036. We expect that Modus will out-
license the drug candidate upon completion of Phase IIa with terms of USD 300 million in 
upfront and milestones, including USD 30 million up-front, and 14 per cent in royalties. We 
expect the patent to be extended to 2036, which is the last year the Company will receive 
royalties. However, we expect the total value of the upfront and milestones to be relatively 
low given the remaining patent term. However, most of the fair value is in assumed royal-
ties. 
 

Probabilities 
We have used the following probabilities for each phase, based on statistics for cardiovas-
cular candidates, and the following time periods for each phase, respectively. We have 
reduced the risk in phase Ib by half based on the Company has completed a phase I trial. 
We did not set 100 per cent because there is a theoretical risk that the provocation study 
does not provide sufficient evidence to proceed with a phase IIa study. The possibility that 
the project would be terminated due to toxicity or other pharmacological reasons can, in 
principle, be ruled out. Since the Company sees an opportunity to extend the phase IIb 
study to a phase III study, we have allocated the statistical probability of completing a 
phase III study to these two. Sepsis trials can be completed relatively quickly because it is 
an acute condition that is treated within 7-14 days in an intensive care unit. Thus, long-
term studies of several years are not needed for this indication. Regulatory authorities 
(FDA, EMA) will be sympathetic and help to speed up studies if efficacy can be demon-
strated. Expecting it to take as long as seven years to make it all the way to the market 
leaves room for some delays. 
 
Percentage probabilities of passing each phase  Time to pass each phase in terms of number of years 

 

 
 

  

 

Source: academic.oup.com/biostatistics/article/20/2/273/4817524  Source: academic.oup.com/biostatistics/article/20/2/273/4817524 

 

Valuation range  
In order to find a valuation range, we have adjusted possible outcomes in the Company 
over a 6-12 month period. Results from the phase Ib study should be announced during 
this period. We see no significant risks associated with this and thus no unusual upside or 
downside. The important watershed, in our view, is the phase IIa study where proof-of-
concept will be demonstrated. We have calculated a probability of only 23.3 per cent for 
this to succeed. Thus, the upside is very high for those who have an investment horizon of 
two to two and a half years should this study be successful. 
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DCF: Motive value per share, base case (SEK)  DCF: Visualisation of market cap, base case (MSEK) 

  

  

  

  
Source: Carlsquare estimates 

 

 Source: Carlsquare estimates 

 

Valuation range 
In order to obtain an upper bound in an evaluation range, we have set the probability of 
phase 1b yielding successful results to 100% (=10.4% LOA) and otherwise made the same 
assumptions as above. This gives a company value of SEK 420 million or SEK 22 per 
share after full dilution. 
 
To obtain a lower bound of the range, we have lowered the probability of a successful 
phase 1b to 60.6 percent (=6.2% LOA).This gives a company value of SEK 246 million or 
SEK 12.2 per share. 
 

Discount rate 
The return on equity requirement is calculated using the CAPM model. In the model, we 
have assumed a risk-free rate of zero percent and a beta value of 1.2x. The market risk 
premium is assumed to be 6.7% in line with PwC's "Risk premium on the Swedish equity 
market" from June 2021. To the market risk premium, we have added a small company 
premium of 4.6%, which corresponds to the small company premium for a company with a 
market capitalisation of less than SEK 100 million. The risk-free interest rate has been set 
at 0.3%. Furthermore, we have assumed that the group finances itself with 100 percent 
equity. We have added a company-specific premium of 2 percent to consider that this is a 
one-project company in early-stage drug discovery with limited cash, which entails ex-
treme risks compared to small companies that already have sales. The discount rate is 
therefore calculated at 15.9% under our assumptions. 
 

Valuation: comparable companies 
We have listed a number of candidate-focused pharmaceutical companies on Spotlight 
and First North in the same phase as Modus Therapeutics, i.e. with a completed phase I. 
On average, these have a market market cap of SEK 331 million (Modus is not included in 
the calculation of the average). The companies we have chosen to use are researching 
different indications with varying conditions and structures. However, the comparison indi-
cates a valuation level to which we consider Modus belongs. The mean value of the com-
parable companies supports our risk-adjusted DCF model justifying a value of SEK 336 
million in EV. 
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EV of comparable companies with completed Phase I 
 

 
    

Source: Carlsquare and Refinitiv eikon 

 

Risks and challenges 
Time has been lost on previous studies 
A number of years of research have been lost on the nickel cell trail. The patent expires in 
2032, only four years after our projected market launch in 2028, with the possibility of a 
five-year extension. The Company, which has discussed the strategy with patent experts, 
expects the protection to be extended to 2036-2037. This would mean a patent-protected 
sales period of around eight years, which is still an acceptable length for a modern drug. 
However, it is shorter than for new projects going straight to the final indication, so the 
fundamental value of Modus will be somewhat lower compared to if the candidate was 
patent protected for what might be considered "normal". Risks of the pa-tenure can poten-
tially be offset by the period of data exclusivity that approved gives in key regions e.g. 8 
years within the EMA. Modus also has far-reaching expertise in the manufacture of sevu-
parin which is a complex molecule which in itself poses challenges for future off-patent 
competitors. 
 

Sepsis poses a high risk, animal models uncertain 
Only one drug has ever been approved for the indication sepsis, Xigris from Eli Lilly. How-
ever, it was withdrawn after a long period of use due to lack of efficacy. At present, there-
fore, there are no medicines approved specifically for this indication. Sepsis is a very com-
plex condition involving a large part of the body's immune system. This makes it much 
more difficult to find a cure for the condition compared to a typical drug that binds to a sin-
gle receptor that affects a biological process.  
 
Modus bases his hypothesis, that sevuparin limits the damage of Sepsis, on effects in the 
body that have been observed from heparin and related drugs. This hypothesis has been 
strengthened in preclinical experiments, in test tubes and in animals. However, there are 
questions about how well results in mice translate to humans in Sepsis specifically. There-
fore, the risk in this project may be considered high, despite good scientific grounds. This 
is reflected in our 23.3% probability of success in the Phase IIa trial, which is derived from 
cardiovascular development programmes that have among the lowest probabilities of suc-
cess. 
 

High costs and additional financing needs 
Drugs affecting the heart and blood vessels tend to be the most expensive to develop, 
even more, expensive than cancer, due to the need for large studies, especially in late 
phase. At the same time, the early phases of Sepsis are not very expensive compared to 
studies in other indications, such as cancer, because it is a critical condition that is treated 
in a short period of time, 7-14 days. If the Company can find a partner, this partner is likely 
to bear the costs of the pivotal study, thus removing the problem. 
 

Thin development portfolio 
M odus Therapeutics currently holds only one drug candidate in its project portfolio. This 
results in an increased operational development risk for the Company. Should the com-
pound fail in the planned development phase, there is not much underlying value left. The 
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Company is aware of this and is working to reduce this risk by investigating and develop-
ing sevuparin for other indications and then seeking patents in the new indications. The 
Company collaborates with Imperial College on a development programme funded by 
Wellcom in children with severe malaria. In addition, there is an opportunity for expansion 
in the broader area of systemic inflammation in the event that sevuparin is successful in 
Sepsis, as the components affected by the drug are also relevant to systemic inflamma-
tion of a non-sepsis genus. 
 

Funding up to potential exit dependent on outstanding warrants 
To fund the Phase 2a trial, the results of which could be decisive and potentially a basis 
for an exit, the Company is dependent on TO1 falling "in the money." The exercise price is 
set at between SEK 7.3-8.8. Although the subscription price is low in relation to the funda-
mentally projected value of the Company, there may be other reasons based on, for exam-
ple, stock psychology or technical analysis that keep the price down until then. The fact 
that the Company is dependent on outstandning warrants may be a factor that creates un-
certainty for investors. 
 
Often the share prices of early-stage pharmaceutical companies are affected by various 
triggers, typically the press release from the Company about various value-enhancing 
events, while there tends to be silence in between. Top-line data from the Phase 1b provo-
cation study is scheduled to be presented in the second to third quarter. This is the key 
trigger leading up to the launch. There is a risk that it will occur after the subscription pe-
riod. The Company may depend on positive news flow ahead of the redemption period to 
keep the share price above the subscription price. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like many drug development com-
panies, Modus is dependent on the 
future capitalisation of its drug can-
didate. We see it as a key part of 
the Company's strategy that TO 1 is 
redeemed for further funding of 
sevuparin development. If this is 
not achieved, it is likely that more 
capital will need to be raised for fur-
ther research. 
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Accounts and key figures 
 
Income statement (SEK million)  
 

 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Milstones 0 0 0 0 0 255 244 

Royalties 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total sales 0 0 0 0 0 255 244 
        

Administration expenses -6.8 -2.3 -7.0 -13.0 -15 -16.4 -18.1 

R&D related expenses -36.1 -3.7 -8.5 -22.8 -4.0 0.0 0.0 

Other external expenses -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 

Depreciation & Amortization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total expenses -44 -7 -16.2 -36.5 -19.7 17.2 -18.8 
        

EBIT -44 -7 -16.3 -36.5 -19.7 237.8 225.6 

EBITDA -43.6 -16.3 -16.3 -36.5 -19.7 237.8 225.6 
        

Results from financial items 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EBT -44 -7 -16.3 -36.5 -19.7 237.8 225.6 

Taxes 0 0 0 0 0 0 -42 

Periodens resultat -43.6 -6.7 -16.3 -36.5 -19.7 237.8 183.6 

             

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 

 

Balance sheet (SEK million)  
 

 2019 2020 2021P 2022P 2023P 2024P 2025P 

Total fixed assets 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Cash and cash equivalents 1.4 7.3 21.5 21.7 1.5 239.7 465 

Total current assets 2.1 7.5 21.8 22.0 1.9 239.7 465.3 

Total assets 2.1 7.5 21.8 22.0 1.9 239.7 465.3 

        
Total Equity -2.7 7.0 20.4 19.9 0.3 238.1 421.7 

Long term liabilities 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Short term liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total liabilities 4 16 13 13 24 44 46 

        
Total liabilities and equity 2.1 7.5 21.8 22.0 1.9 239.7 423.3 

         

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 
 

 
Cash flow (SEK million)  
 

 2019 2020 2021P 2022P 2023P 2024P 2025P 

Net cash from operating activities -48 -7 -16 -36 -20 238 226 

Net cash from investment activities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Net cash from financing activites 3.5 13.2 29.7 36.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net cash flow -44.4 6.0 14.1 0.2 -20.2 238.2 225.6 

        
Opening cash and cash equivalents 46 1.4 7.4 21.5 21.7 1.5 239.7 

Closing cash and cash equivalents 1.4 7.4 21.5 21.7 1.5 239.7 465.3 

        
    

Key Ratios 2019 2020 2021P 2022P 2023P 2024P 2025P 

Cash flow. op. Activities/net sales n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 9.2% 23.3% 

Cash flow. op. Activities/assets  n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. n.m. 17.2% 37.3% 
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 
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Disclaimer 
Carlsquare AB, www.carlsquare.se, hereinafter referred to as Carlsquare, conducts business with regard to Corporate Finance 
and Equity Research in which areas it, among other things, publishes information about companies including analyzes. The 
information has been compiled from sources that Carlsquare considers to be reliable. However, Carlsquare cannot guarantee 
the accuracy of the information. Nothing written in the analysis should be regarded as a recommendation or invitation to in-
vest in any financial instrument, option or the like. Opinions and conclusions expressed in the analysis are intended only for 
the recipient. 
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mation contained in this analysis. Investments in financial instruments provide opportunities for value increases and profits. 
All such investments are also subject to risks. Risks vary between different types of financial instruments and combinations of 
these. Historical returns should not be considered as an indication of future returns. 
 
The analysis is not directed to U.S. persons (as defined in Regulation S of the United States Securities Act and interpreted in 
the United States Investment Company Act 1940) nor may it be disseminated to such persons. The analysis is also not di-
rected to such natural and legal persons where the distribution of the analysis to such persons would result in or entail a risk 
of a violation of Swedish or foreign law or constitution. 
 
The analysis is a so-called Commissioned Research Report where the analyzed Company has signed an agreement with 
Carlsquare for analysis coverage. The analyzes are published on an ongoing basis during the contract period and for a usual 
fixed remuneration. 
 
Carlsquare may or may not have a financial interest in the subject of this analysis. Carlsquare values the assurance of objec-
tivity and independence and has established procedures for managing conflicts of interest for this purpose. 
 
The analyst Jonatan Anderson, Niklas Elmhammer and Ulf Boberg does not own and is not allowed to own shares in the Com-
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